
Accurate and secure 
clocking in and out
Fingerprint Scanning 
For Indoor Workplaces
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The Xenio 200® quickly and securely captures 
high-contrast, low-distortion fingerprint images. 

Optical fingerprint 
sensor time clock

Data Encryption

Fingerprint Sensor

WiFi or Ethernet

Card Reader

Secure biometric 
data encryption.

Smart optical 
fingerprint sensor

Flexible network settings 
to stay online!

PoE Powered
Eliminate multiple 

wiring;

Supports RFID, HID, 
MIFARE, and more.

Benefit from the latest 

technology without the 

upfront costs.

Flexible Subscription
Unlimited and limited 

warranties for subscription 

and purchase options

Solid Guarantees
Secure data encryption 

and seamless, real-time 

data transfer

Employee Privacy

Enrollment is fast and secure with a 

selfie, speeding enrollment and 

improving employee satisfaction.

Smooth, easy 
self-enrollment

Let employees select, waive, or attest 

to a break directly from the time clock; 

ensure minimum break times are taken.

Compliance with 
break rules

Employees can review the hours 

worked in a pay period and previous 

punches, right from the time clock.

Great employee 
experience

Require employees at clock-in to choose 

a project, client, or job — or set 

automatic default selections.

More accurate 
job costing

Easily set punch restrictions; prevent 

clocking outside of scheduled shifts or 

when overtime is reached.

Valid clocking, 
consistently

Apply settings for all devices or selected 

ones directly from the software or define 

employee permissions.

Remote device 
configuration

Fas� O�ti��� F�n�e�p���t S���ni�� — A Lot ����

Click to 
Play Video

https://www.workeasysoftware.com/hardware/smart-fingerprint


Easily and accurately authenticate fingerprints; secured, 
encrypted employee fingerprint templates ensure privacy.

Fast verification, 
encrypted templates

Languages
English & Spanish

Display

4.3” Touch LCD

Card Reader
125 kHz RFID 

HID Prox, iClass SE, MIFARE (Optional)

Cloud 
Connection
Ethernet & WiFi

Biometric 
Scanner

500 DPI 
15.24mm x 20.32mm

OS & Memory
Android 
Up to 10,000 Fingerprints

Spe��fi��ti��� FA�s

Consider the risks and benefits of the technology, the privacy 

policy of the vendor, and the laws and regulations in your 

jurisdiction.

What should I consider before using 
any fingerprint time clock?

Encrypting the image data, limiting access, performing regular 

system-vulnerability audits, and other measures protect the 

information our biometric time clocks gather.

How are an employee’s fingerprints 
and privacy protected?

The system ensures employees are paid only for time they 

actually work. Because it identifies someone by their scanned 

fingerprints, no one can clock in for anyone else.

How do fingerprint scanning time 
clocks help prevent time theft?
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Biometric Scanner

Image Resolution: 500 DPI/8-bit 
Scanning Area: 15.24mm x 20.32mm 
Matching: 1:N up to 10,000 fingerprints

Protection & Certifications

CE, FCC, & ROHS

Smart Card Reader

Frequencies: 125 kHz RFID 
(13.56 MHz RFID Optional)

Memory

4GB Flash Memory 
512 RAM

Connectivity

WiFi 
Ethernet 
Universal Relay: 3A

Power

12V/2A 
PoE + IEEE 802.3at

Dimensions

Height: 5 inch 
Width: 7.5 inch 
Deep: 1.63 inch

OS & Processor

Android 
TI ARM A8 Cortex 1 GHz

Display

4.3” Touch Screen 
Color LCD

Bracket

Wall Mount

Click to 
Play Video 
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Beyond Features and Functionality: 
Dedication, Pride, and Years of Experience

We do more than put the most innovative workforce management tools in your hands. We support you 
at every step with teams of specialized experts dedicated to making your experience remarkable. 

Talk To Us

Building relationships

Creating confidence

Communicating 

& responding

Delivering 

solutions

Continuously innovating
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